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Vicon is excited to announce the next step in the evolution of our newly released Valerus Video Management System. This latest 

update includes the integrated connectivity between Valerus and VAX, Vicon’s highly regarded access control solution. 

This powerful integration provides users with a combined video and access control platform that seamlessly ties access events and 

readers to live cameras and stored video. The integration is simple to program and is free with the purchase of either system. 

This updated version of Valerus (Valerus 1.1, build 131) is now available on Vicon’s website at www.vicon-security and can be used 

to update any existing Valerus installation without additional licensing updates. 

Vicon Announces New Valerus Integration  

Key Features  
 Vicon’s new Valerus VMS 

is now integrated with 

VAX Access Control. 

 

 The integration is free, 

regardless of how many 

cameras or readers. 

 

 It’s intuitive and simple 

to associate cameras to 

doors and readers. 

 

 The VAX monitoring 

Desktop displays live and 

recorded video right in 

the VAX interface. 

A view of the VAX monitoring Desktop integrated with Valerus video sources. 

 Each camera can be associated to a specific door. 

 The swipe of an access card automatically displays the event and associated live video on 

the Desktop, providing visual verification of the card holder and piggyback attempts. 

 Clicking on past Access events brings up recorded video for immediate playback. 

http://www.vicon-security.com/learn-and-support/software-downloads/#valerus-video-management-software


 

 

Multi-Language Support 

This new Valerus update also supports multiple languages in the interface. Under “User 

Settings” the user can select from the following language options: 

  English; Spanish; French; Italian; German; Arabic 

Once the desired language is selected, all text in the Valerus interface will change, making 

the owner’s operational control of the system that much easier. Language selection is 

specific to each user’s sign-in, allowing for a mix of languages used throughout a single 

system.  

Valerus interface in Spanish 

Language Selections 

Valerus: It’s all about Advanced Simplicity! 

Valerus is Vicon’s latest cutting-edge Video Management System that was designed to take the pain out of buying, installing and 

managing complex VMS systems. Advanced Simplicity isn’t just a catch phrase, it’s reality. 

This system was built from the ground up around concepts like ONVIF-at-the-core to drive True Open Standards, Auto-Discovery 

and Configuration logic to minimize installation and an intuitive Interface that includes a system-wide health monitoring dash-

board and multiple pre-set views that are user specific.   

If you’re frustrated with your current VMS options, look into Valerus. Our simple two-tier software selection makes choosing the 

right option worry-free and our Upgrade Protection Plans are the easiest you’ve ever been offered. Our free trial version is avail-

able at www.vicon-secuity.com. 

Drop down language selector 
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http://www.vicon-security.com/learn-and-support/software-downloads/#valerus-video-management-software

